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We study the scattering of dark matter particles off various light nuclei within the framework of chiral effective
field theory. We focus on scalar interactions and include one- and two-nucleon scattering processes whose form
and strength are dictated by chiral symmetry. The nuclear wave functions are calculated from chiral effective
field theory interactions as well and we investigate the convergence pattern of the chiral expansion in the nuclear
potential and the dark matter–nucleus currents. This allows us to provide a systematic uncertainty estimate of
our calculations. We provide results for 2 H, 3 H, and 3 He nuclei, which are theoretically interesting, and the latter
is a potential target for experiments. We show that two-nucleon currents can be systematically included but are
generally smaller than predicted by power counting and suffer from significant theoretical uncertainties even
in light nuclei. We demonstrate that accurate high-order wave functions are necessary in order to incorporate
two-nucleon currents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the lack of a conclusive signal in a direct, indirect,
or accelerator experiment, the astrophysical and cosmological
evidence for dark matter (DM) remains very strong [1]. Direct
detection experiments have greatly improved in recent decades
[2,3] and are expected to improve even further in the near
future [4,5]. These experiments have great potential to not only
discover the existence of DM but also to unravel its nature. The
interpretation of a signal (or lack thereof), however, requires
input from hadronic and nuclear physics [6] in order to connect
the experimental results to more fundamental interactions
between DM and standard model (SM) particles.
The nuclear physics aspects of DM direct detection has
recently been discussed in several effective field theory (EFT)
frameworks [7–13]. For instance, Ref. [8] constructed an EFT
description at the DM-nucleon level by constructing all possible interactions up to a certain order in momentum transfer and
performed shell-model calculations of the associated nuclear
responses for different target nuclei. A different approach
includes the consequences of spontaneous breaking of chiral
symmetry and the associated pions as pseudo-Goldstone
bosons. Starting from a given set of interactions between
DM and SM fields (in particular, light quarks and gluons),
this chiral-EFT approach allows for the systematic derivation
of DM-hadron interactions. In this approach, DM-nucleus
scattering does not solely arise from DM-nucleon interactions
but also from two-nucleon currents arising from DM-pion
interactions [9,10,12,14]. The chiral-EFT power counting predicts a hierarchy of different terms which can be systematically
included. For example, Refs. [10,15] investigated in detail
several two-nucleon interactions and performed shell-model
calculations of the associated structural factors.
The effects of multinucleon interactions are particularly
interesting as these can potentially lead to a very distinct
dependence of the DM-nucleus cross section on A (the
atomic number) and Z (number of protons) of the target
2469-9985/2017/96(3)/035805(20)

nucleus with respect to the standard DM-nucleon contributions. For instance, scalar DM-quark or DM-gluon interactions
lead to similar DM-nucleon interactions but quite distinct
two-nucleon interactions. If two-nucleon contributions can
be probed by experiments on different target nuclei, it
might therefore be possible to unravel different DM-quark
or DM-gluon interactions even if they both lead to spinindependent scattering processes. Two-nucleon corrections for
spin-independent scattering were studied in several previous
works [9,10,12,14,16]. In general, the corrections are found to
be relatively small. Reference [15] found O(10%) corrections
for 132 Xe and somewhat smaller for light nuclei [16], but they
can become much more important in specific scenarios where
the one-body contributions are suppressed [9,14,17].
Clearly, the above statements depend crucially on the
accuracy of the nuclear calculations, which we investigate
in this work. We also apply the chiral-EFT framework for
DM scattering, but we wish to simultaneously describe the
nuclear wave functions within the same chiral-EFT approach.
This allows for a first-principle calculation, i.e., starting
from an assumed (set of) DM-SM interaction(s), of the
DM-nucleus cross sections. The complexities of many-body
nuclear physics limits this approach to light nuclei, and here
we perform calculations of DM scattering of the first few
bound nuclei. Such nuclei are interesting for both theoretical
and experimental reasons. Theoretically, light nuclei are great
testing laboraties as they can be described from first principles
to high accuracies. On the other hand, for example, helium
isotopes are potential experimental targets [18–20] as they
are sensitive to relatively light DM (below 10 GeV) [21]
and they can potentially be used for directional detection
purposes [22,23]. Our calculations provide direct input for the
interpretation of these experiments. Very recently, Ref. [23]
performed an analysis of DM scattering of light nuclei in
similar spirit to our work but extended to the 4 He case. The
main difference in the applied method with respect to our
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work is that Ref. [23] applies chiral wave functions at fixed
chiral order (next-to-next-to-leading order) obtained from the
no-core shell model, in combination with one-nucleon currents
not derived from chiral perturbation theory but taken from
Ref. [8].
In this work, we wish to investigate several important
questions: How dependent are DM scattering cross sections on
the nuclear potential and the resulting nuclear wave functions?
That is, how large are the intrinsic nuclear uncertainties? How
important are two-nucleon operators compared to standard
one-body interactions and, crucially, how accurately can we
calculate such contributions? As mentioned, we focus on
scattering off the deuteron (2 H), triton (3 H), and helium isotope
3
He, while results for 4 He are presented in upcoming work.
These are nuclei for which we can solve the bound-state
equations with direct methods for a given nuclear potential
(including three-nucleon forces, 3NF). We use these nuclei
as theoretical laboratories and aim to extend our framework to
heavier nuclei with more sophisticated many-body techniques.
Tremendous progress has been made in recent years in
first-principle calculations of medium-heavy nuclei by use
of nuclear quantum Monte Carlo methods [24] and nuclear
lattice-EFT [25]. Anticipating similar progress for DM direct
detection, our calculations perform a benchmark for such
future studies.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce
the DM interactions we focus on and introduce the chiral
EFT framework. We derive the one- and two-nucleon currents
and discuss the power counting. In Sec. III, we describe the
calculation of the nuclear wave functions and the scattering
cross section. We explain how we estimate the theoretical
uncertainties associated to our calculations. We present our
main results in Sec. IV, where we also discuss scenarios where
leading-order cross sections are suppressed and subleading
effects become dominant. Finally, we summarize and give an
outlook for future work in Sec. V.
II. SCALAR DARK MATTER CURRENTS AND THE
CHIRAL EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY FRAMEWORK

In this work, we focus on scalar interactions between DM
and light quarks and gluons. We assume the mediator of the
interactions to be heavy with respect to the typical momentum
exchange in the DM-nucleus scattering process and use the
following effective interactions,

Lχ = χ̄χ cu mu ūu + cd md d̄d + cs ms s̄s

+ cG αs Gaμν Gμν a ,
(1)
in terms of a massive DM spin-1/2 Dirac fermion χ with
typical mass mχ in the GeV to TeV range (the cases of
scalar, vector, or Majorana DM particles are almost identical
for the scalar interactions under consideration). Furthermore,
u, d, and s denote the light quark fields, Gaμν denotes the
gluon field strength, αs denotes the strong coupling, and the
three coupling constants cu,d,s,G , of mass dimension (−3)
parametrize the strength of the DM-SM interactions. For
convenience, we have assumed the DM-quark operators to
scale with the quark masses, mu,d,s . The Lagrangian in Eq. (1)

is taken at a scale around 1 GeV and at lower energies we match
to effective DM-hadron interactions. The coefficients cu,d,s,G
include contributions from potential couplings to heavier
quarks which have been integrated out [26].
We focus on scalar interactions as these are well motivated,
for instance via Higgs-portal DM, and have interesting
two-nucleon currents [9,14,15]. Clearly there can be other
interactions, e.g., vector, axial-vector, or tensor interactions,
but in these cases two-nucleon currents are expected to be
more suppressed with respect to single-nucleon contributions
than for scalar interactions [12]. We therefore leave the more
general case to forthcoming work.
We wish to describe the scattering process between DM
and light nuclei completely within the framework of chiral
EFT. Our starting point is the QCD Lagrangian supplemented
by the DM interactions in Eq. (1). By constructing the
most general Lagrangian that incorporates the symmetries
of the microscopic theory (QCD supplemented with DM
interactions) and their explicit and spontaneous breaking, in
terms of the relevant low-energy degrees of freedom (DM
fields, pions, nucleons, and, in principle, heavier hadrons),
we obtain chiral perturbation theory (χ PT), which is the
low-energy equivalent of QCD. The power of χ PT is that
it can be used to calculate hadronic and nuclear observables in
perturbation theory where p/χ is the expansion parameter
in terms of p, the low-momentum scale of the process, and
χ  1 GeV on the chiral-symmetry-breaking scale.
While χ PT allows for the derivation of the form of
the interactions, each term is associated with a low-energy
constant (LEC) that captures the nonperturbative nature of
low-energy QCD. These LECs need to be fitted to data or
calculated with nonperturbative methods such as lattice QCD.
χ PT has been extended to the multinucleon sector, where
it is usually called chiral EFT (χ EFT), and this has led to
the derivation of the strong nucleon-nucleon (NN ) potential
up to next-to-next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N4 LO)
[27]. Throughout this work we apply SU(2) χ PT instead of
SU(3) χ PT as the extension of the latter theory to include
nuclear forces has not been developed to the same accuracy
as for the SU(2) case. We therefore do not include dynamical
effects of the strange pseudo-Goldstone bosons: kaon and η
mesons.
Pions play an important role in χ PT as they emerge as Goldstone bosons of the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry of
QCD to the subgroup of isospin SU(2)L × SU(2)R → SU(2)I .
Because chiral symmetry is only an approximate symmetry,
being violated by quark masses and charges and, in our case,
the DM-quark scalar interactions, the pions obtain a small
mass m2π ∼ mq . The smallness of the symmetry-breaking
terms fortunately ensures that the chiral-symmetry-breaking
sources can be incorporated in the chiral expansion. The χ EFT
Lagrangian is then obtained by adding, to all chiral-invariant
interactions, all interactions that break chiral symmetry in
the same way as the quark level chiral-symmetry-breaking
sources. The infinite numbers of terms can be ordered by the
chiral index  = d + n/2 − 2, where d counts the number of
derivatives and quark mass insertions (a quark mass insertion
increases d by 2 because mq ∼ m2π ∼ p2 ) and n is the number
of nucleon fields [28,29]. Since we are interested in processes
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where a single DM particle scatters off a nucleus, we will only
consider chiral interactions that are linear in the couplings
cu,d,s,G . In what follows, we introduce Q = p/χ as the
expansion parameter.
To obtain the nuclear wave function, we require the strong
nucleon-nucleon potential. At leading order (LO) [O(Q0 )],
the potential consists of a one-pion-exchange (OPE) diagram
and two short-range nucleon-nucleon interactions [30]. At
next-to-leading order (NLO) [O(Q2 )], one finds corrections
to the OPE diagrams, several two-pion-exchange diagrams,
and subleading contact interactions [31]. At N2 LO [O(Q3 )],
additional TPE diagrams appear that arise from π π -nucleon
interactions with chiral index  = 1, the ci interactions [32],
which also give rise to three-nucleon forces. The number of
terms grows at even higher order [27], although how many
terms are relevant depends on the process under investigation.
The LECs appearing in the potential are fitted to pionnucleon scattering data (see, e.g., Ref. [33]) and the fewnucleon database and then other nuclear observables can
be predicted. The scattering and bound-state equations are
typically divergent and a coordinate-space cutoff is applied
to regulate the integrals. Of course, observables should not
depend on the chosen cutoff, but in numerical calculations
explicit cutoff independence is lost. The LECs appearing in
the nucleon-nucleon potential are fitted (at each order) for
different values of the applied cutoff. By varying the chiral
order of the potential and the cutoff, we can test both the
chiral convergence and the cutoff dependence of our results,
allowing for a well-defined uncertainty estimate. We provide
more details of this procedure below.
A. Currents for isoscalar and isovector DM-quark interactions

The second part of the calculation involves the chiral
expansion of DM-hadron interactions. For the scalar interactions under consideration, this has been studied in detail
in, for example, Refs. [9,13,15]. Here we repeat the analysis
for completeness and add a few comments about higher
order corrections. We begin by considering scalar interactions
involving up and down quarks. These can be treated in χ PT
as ordinary quark mass terms by replacing the usual spurion
field χ ,
χ = 2BM → 2B[M − diag(mu cu χ̄ χ , md cd χ̄ χ )],

(2)

where M = diag(mu , md ) is the quark mass matrix. The
leading terms in the DM chiral Lagrangian are then given
by
Lχ,q =

fπ2
Tr [U † χ + U χ † ] + c1 Tr(χ+ )N̄ N + c5 N̄ χ̂+ N,
4
(3)

where N = (p, n)T is the nucleon isospin doublet containing
proton (p) and neutron (n) fields, the Goldstone bosons are
parametrized by


iπ · τ
2
,
(4)
U (π ) = u(π ) = exp
fπ
where π is the pion triplet, τ are the Pauli matrices, fπ =
92.4 MeV is the pion decay constant, and c1,5 ∼ O(1/χ )

are LECs associated to the nucleon σ -term and strong
proton-neutron mass splitting. A hat denotes the traceless
component of a chiral structure, e.g., χ̂ = [χ − 12 Tr(χ )], and
χ± = u† χ u† ± uχ † u.
We can now read off the relevant interactions beginning
with DM-pion interactions
Lπχ,q = cqπ π 2 χ̄ χ ,

(5)
m2π
m2π
c̄q (is) ,
=
[cu (1 − ε) + cd (1 + ε)] ≡
4
2
where ε = (md − mu )/(md + mu ) = 0.37 ± 0.03 [34], and
we defined the effective isoscalar DM coupling c̄q (is) . Similarly,
we can read off the tree-level DM-nucleon interactions [35]
cqπ

Lχ,N = cqN,(is) N̄ N χ̄χ + cqN,(iv) N̄ τ 3 N χ̄ χ ,
cqN,(is) = −4m2π c1 c̄q (is) ,



 

1
1
+ cd 1 +
cqN,(iv) = B(md − mu )c5 cu 1 −
ε
ε
≡ B(md − mu )c5 c̄q (iv) ,
where cqN,(is)

(6)

and cqN,(iv)

are, respectively, the coupling strengths
of the isoscalar and isovector DM-nucleon interactions, and we
defined the effective isovector DM coupling c̄q (iv) .
1. Power counting

The DM-nucleon interactions contribute to DM-nucleus
scattering via Fig. 1(a), while the DM-pion interactions
contribute via one-nucleon and two-nucleon interactions via
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. A power-counting scheme is
necessary to determine the relative order of these and other
contributions. We count powers of the generic momentum p,
where p is determined from the nuclear binding momentum
which for typical nuclei is of the order p ∼ mπ as usual in
χ PT. In addition, we have the momentum transfer, q, between
DM and the nucleus, which for scattering off light nuclei is
expected to be somewhat smaller, but for simplicity we treat
q ∼ p.
Weinberg showed [30] that the usual χ PT power counting
needs to be adapted for A  2 intermediate states that contain
only propagating nucleons. A diagram can then be separated
into two parts which do not contain such states (the irreducible
part) and a part which does (the reducible part). Inside an
irreducible subloop, the contour integration over the time
component of the loop momentum can always be done in such
a way that the nucleon pole is avoided and the nucleon energy
is of order ∼p as in standard χ PT. An irreducible diagram can
then be counted via the rules p4 /(4π )2 for each loop, 1/p for
each nucleon propagator, 1/p2 for a pion propagator, and the
product of the LECs associated to the relevant interactions.
In irreducible diagrams, however, the nucleon poles cannot
be avoided and the nucleon energy becomes ∼p2 /mN instead
of ∼p. For such reducible diagrams, we use the modified
rules: p5 /[(4π )2 mN ] for each loop, mN /p2 for each nucleon
propagator, 1/p2 for a pion propagator, and the product of the
LECs associated to the relevant interactions. Typically p/mN
is counted as p2 /2χ ∼ Q2 , indicating a suppression of two
orders in the chiral counting [36].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

FIG. 1. Diagrams contribution to DM-nucleus scattering. Solid lines correspond to nucleons, single dashed lines correspond to pions, and
double-dashed lines correspond to DM. Our analysis focuses on the diagrams in the first row, while those in the second row only appear at
higher order.

We can apply these rules to determine the hierarchy of the
diagrams in Fig. 1. We use c̄q (is) and c̄q (iv) defined in Eqs. (5) and
(6) instead of cu and cd , as the former have a simpler power
counting. As we do not know the (relative) sizes of c̄q (is) , c̄q (iv) ,
cs , and cG , we have to determine the power counting for each
DM interaction at the quark-gluon level separately. For each
DM interaction, we denote the dominant contribution by (0),
the NLO by (1), and so on.
We begin with the isoscalar DM interactions. Figure 1(a)
is counted as as cqN,(is) ∼ m2π c1 c̄q (is) ∼ c̄q (is) (m2π /χ ), where
we took into account an overall normalization common to all
diagrams. This contribution forms the LO structure at order
(0).
Figure 1(b) contains an additional irreducible loop, one
nucleon propagator, two pion propagators, and two strong
pion-nucleon vertices such that the relative scaling becomes

Ab ∼ cqπ
∼ cqπ

p4
(4π )2

  2 

1
gA p 2
1
p
p2
fπ

gA2 p
m2π
p
(is)
∼
c̄
×
,
q
2
(4πfπ )
χ
χ

(7)

where we identified 4πfπ ∼ χ and counted gA ∼ 1. We
obtain the familiar result [9,14] for the isoscalar DM-quark
interaction that the pion loop is suppressed by p/χ ∼ Q and
is therefore one order down in the chiral power counting. This
contribution therefore appears at order (1).
We now turn to Fig. 1(c) which, compared to Fig. 1(a),
has an additional reducible loop, one nucleon propagator, two
pion propagators, and two strong pion-nucleon vertices. The

power-counting predicts

Ac ∼

cqπ

∼ c̄q (is)

p5
(4π )2 mN



m2π
p
×
,
χ
χ

mN
p2



1
p2

2 

gA p
fπ

2

(8)

such that this diagram appears at order (1) as well. Higherorder corrections are discussed in the next subsection.
We can perform a similar counting for isovector DM
interactions. Figure 1(a) is counted as as cqN,(iv) ∼ B(md −
mu )c5 c̄q (iv) ∼ c̄q (iv) (εm2π /χ ), which provides the leading (0)
contribution. It is tempting to argue that isovector DM
interactions lead to small one-nucleon currents with respect
to isoscalar DM because of the additional factor ε appearing
in the scaling of the diagram. However, such a comparison
depends also on the ratio of c̄q (iv) /c̄q (is) , which depends on
unknown parameters in the underlying DM model and can
therefore be enhanced (see, e.g., Ref. [37]). We therefore
cannot compare contributions from different DM operators
in a model-independent way.
Since isospin-violating DM interactions do not lead to the
DM-pion interactions in Eq. (5), Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) do not
appear at order (1), but only at higher orders in the power
counting. For instance, operators like χ̄ χ π32 appear after an
additional insertion of the quark mass difference and are
therefore suppressed by two powers in the chiral counting.
Contributions from the diagrams with topology analogous to
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) therefore only appear at order (3).
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2. LO and NLO currents for isoscalar and isovector
DM-quark interactions

The calculation of the first two diagrams in Fig. 1(b) is
straightforward. We consider a nucleon of incoming (outgoing)
momentum p (p ) and define q = p − p  . Up to order (1), the
nucleon-DM current can be written as
Jq (is+iv) (q)




9gA2 π m3π
9gA2 π m3π
|q|
2
−
c̄q (is)
F
= −4mπ c1 −
4(4πfπ )2
4(4πfπ )2
2mπ
+ B(md − mu )c5 c̄q (iv) τi3 ,

(9)

where τi3 acts on the isospin of the interaction nucleon and we
defined a function of the momentum transfer
F (x) =

−x + (1 + 2x 2 ) arctan x
,
3x

(10)

which for small momentum transfer becomes F (x)  59 x 2 +
· · · . As noted in Ref. [35], the momentum-independent part
of the isoscalar current can be identified as the first two
terms in the chiral expansion of the nucleon σ -term σπN =
m̄(dmN /d m̄), where m̄ = (mu + md )/2 is the average light
quark mass. Similarly, the isovector current can be identified
as the strong proton-neutron mass splitting (mn − mp )strong ≡
δmN = −4Bc5 (md − mu ). We can therefore resum higher
chiral orders [35] by writing



9g 2 π m3π
|q|
δmN
c̄q (is) −
c̄q (iv) τi3 .
F
Jq (is+iv) (q) = σπN − A
4(4πfπ )2
2mπ
4

corrections [42]. That is, there appear no genuinely new
topologies. At order (3), several new contributions appear.
Particularly interesting for the isoscalar DM interactions are
new two-nucleon contributions that arise, for example, from
two-derivative DM-pion-pion interactions (e.g., LEC l4 in
Ref. [29]), DM-nucleon-pion interactions (e.g., LEC d16 in
Ref. [43]), and DM-nucleon-nucleon contact interactions. The
relevant topologies of the latter two contributions are shown
in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). For the isovector DM interactions, the
first two-nucleon corrections appear as well as discussed at the
end of Sec. II A 1. The corrections at this order have not been
fully calculated and will not be considered here.
B. Currents for DM-strange and DM-gluon interactions

As the interactions between DM and strange quarks and
gluons in Eq. (1) are invariant under SU(2) chiral-symmetry
transformations, the hierarchy of hadronic interactions will be
different compared to those arising from the couplings to light
quarks. In particular, the interaction between DM and pions1
only arises at higher order and the main contributions arise
from DM-nucleon interactions. These have been studied in
many papers, see, e.g., Refs [11,13] and references therein,
and here we summarize the results. For the interactions to
strange quarks, the relevant matrix element is the strange σ term σs = ms (dmN /dms ) = 40 ± 10 MeV from an average of
lattice-QCD calculations [44]. For the momentum-dependent
term, which cannot be obtained from SU(2) χ PT but instead
requires SU(3) χ PT, we follow Ref. [15] and use a dispersive
extraction [41]. This gives for the one-nucleon current
Js (q) = (σs − σ̇s q 2 )cs ,

(11)
A big advantage of the resummation is that the nucleon σ -term
and mass splitting have been precisely determined,
σπN = (59.1 ± 3.5) MeV,

δmN = (2.32 ± 0.17) MeV,
(12)
from, respectively, a Roy-Steiner analysis of pion-nucleon
scattering [38] and lattice-QCD calculations [39]. Recent
lattice-QCD calculations [40] find a smaller number for the
nucleon σ -term than the Roy-Steiner analysis. The chiral
prediction for the slope of the scalar form factor, the coefficient
of q 2 , is smaller by roughly 40% than a determination based on
a dispersive analysis [41], indicating that higher-order effects
can be relevant for the momentum-dependent interactions.
We now turn to the two-nucleon current depicted in
Fig. 1(c), which becomes
 2
gA
(σ 1 · q 1 )(σ 2 · q 2 )
2
 2

 τ 1 · τ 2 c̄q (is) ,
Jq (is) ,2b (q) = −mπ
2fπ
q 1 + m2π q 22 + m2π
(13)
pi

where q i =
− pi is the difference between the outgoing
and incoming momentum of nucleon i, and σi (τi ) the spin
(isospin) of nucleon i.
At the next order in the chiral expansion, i.e., order
(2), there appear several new contributions. For instance,
the isoscalar and isovector one-nucleon currents can be
dressed by pion loops. However, all such contributions can
be absorbed in the resummation of σπN , δmN , and the radius

(14)

−1

where σ̇s = 0.3 ± 0.2 GeV which, by comparison to the
numerical value of the radius correction in Eq. (11), we label
as an NLO correction. Isovector currents and two-nucleon
currents only appear at N3 LO and are neglected.
For the gluonic interaction in Eq. (1), the trace anomaly
gives [26]
8π
(15)
[mN − σπN − σs ],
9
where the σπN and σs are formally order (2) corrections which
we absorb into mG
N ≡ mN − σπN − σs .
As for the interactions with strange quarks, momentumdependent, isovector, and two-nucleon contributions only
appear at order (3). However, it was noticed in Ref. [15]
that two-nucleon currents provide numerically significant
contribution to the nuclear structure functions of 132 Xe. These
two-nucleon corrections arise from the DM-pion interactions


8π
3
(16)
Lπχ,G = cG χ̄ χ (∂μ π )2 − m2π π 2 ,
9
2
N,(is)
JG (q) = cG
= −cG

where the LECs are fixed by a comparison of the QCD and
χ PT energy-momentum tensor [13]. The power-counting rules
1

In SU(3) χ PT the strange interactions would lead to DM-kaon and
DM-η vertices [9]. However, including dynamical strange mesons is
not consistent with the χ EFT expansion of nuclear forces that we
apply here.
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outlined in Sec. II A indicate that the resulting two-nucleon
terms are indeed suppressed by three orders in the chiral
expansion compared to the one-body contributions in Eq. (15).
Nevertheless, we investigate the resulting two-nucleon contributions to estimate the size of the missing order (3) terms and
to study the numerical enhancement found in Ref. [15]. We
obtain for the two-nucleon current


8π gA 2 (σ 1 · q 1 )(σ 2 · q 2 )
 2


JG,2b (q) = −cG
9 2fπ
q 1 + m2π q 22 + m2π


(17)
× τ 1 · τ 2 2q 1 · q 2 − 3m2π ,
where it should be stressed that there appear additional
contributions at this order. In fact, in the limit of |q 1,2 |  mπ
the two-nucleon current approaches a DM-nucleon-nucleon
contact interaction which appears at the same order in the
chiral counting and is, in general, necessary to absorb the
divergence and associated cutoff dependence of Eq. (17). This
implies that the calculation of the contribution from Eq. (17)
only provides a rough estimate of the size of higher-order
corrections.
III. GENERATION OF NUCLEAR WAVE FUNCTIONS
AND SCATTERING MATRIX ELEMENTS
A. Matrix elements

We consider scattering processes of the type χ ( pχ ) +
T ( pT ) → χ ( pχ ) + T ( pT ), where T denotes the target nucleus
of mass mT consisting of A nucleons. We express the spinindependent cross sections in the nonrelativistic limit as [45]
dσ
1 |MA (q 2 )|2
=
,
dq 2
64π m2T m2χ vχ2

is the momentum transfer from DM to
where q = pχ −
the target nucleus, vχ is the DM velocity, and MA is the
spin-independent scattering matrix element. We compute the
scattering matrix depending on the DM current Jˆ and the wave
function of the target nucleus |T ,j mj , with distinct total spin
j and spin polarization mj
(2mT )2 (2mχ )2
2j + 1
×

j


vχ(esc)

1 ρχ
dR
=
dq 2
mT mχ

vχ(min)

d 3 v χ |v χ |f (|v χ |)

| T ,j mj |Jˆ(q2 )|T ,j mj |2 . (19)

mj ,mj =−j

The mass factors arise from the normalization of the
relativistic particle states. In the following, we use that the
internal properties of the wave functions are independent of
the polarization mj . The spin averaging guarantees that the
matrix element is spherically symmetric such that we are
free to choose the direction of the momentum transfer q.
For convenience, we pick q = q êz . As a consequence, mj
is conserved and the scattering process is independent of the
value of mj . Hence, the sum cancels against the spin averaging.
We denote |T  = |T ,j mj  from now on. The properties of
the applied wave functions are described in Sec. III B.

dσ
(v χ ), (20)
dq 2

where ρχ is the local DM density and vχ(esc) ≈ 550 km/s
[46] is the maximal (escape) velocity which can be inferred
from galaxy velocity distributions. The momentum transfer
q, in the nonrelativistic limit, is constrained through energy
conservation by a product of the minimal DM velocity
vχ(min) and the reduced mass of the colliding system, μT =
mT mχ /(mT + mχ ), times two. Hence, the upper bound for
the momentum transfer is given by
|q|  2μT vχ(esc)  A × 2.5 MeV,

(21)

for DM masses  1 GeV and for the light nuclei we consider
here. For large nuclei, the momentum transfer can become
of the order of the pion mass and q 2 corrections become
more important. Since one of our main goals is to estimate
the accuracy of DM-nucleus cross sections, we present cross
sections for larger q 2 than relevant for scattering off light
nuclei, assuming the expected DM velocity distributions, in
order to test whether the accuracy of our results depends on
the momentum transfer.
The scattering matrix element can be expressed in terms of
(ν)
a sum over different nuclear response functions Fi,a
|MA (q )| = (2mT ) (2mχ )
2 2

2

2

π A2 
(ν)
σN(is) 2
αi Fi,a
(q 2 )
μN i,a,ν

2

,
(22)

(18)

pχ

|MA (q2 )|2 =

To obtain the differential recoil rates measured in experiments, we have to convolve the cross section with the DM
velocity distribution in the Earth frame

where we factored out A2 and the LO isoscalar cross section of
a DM-nucleon scattering process at zero momentum transfer
σN(is) =

μ2N
|σπN cχ |2 .
π

(23)

We have set here c̄q (is) = cχ and c̄q (iv) = cs = cG = 0. This
arbitrary choice is just for normalization purposes. αi is a
dimensionless coefficient which depends on the DM couplings. As mentioned before, we can expand Fi,(ν)a (q 2 ) order
by order in the chiral expansion, but, since we cannot make
model-independent statements about the (relative) sizes of
the DM couplings c̄q (is) ,c̄q (iv) ,cs ,cG , we have a separate chiral
power counting for each of the fundamental interactions. If it
is necessary to consider several DM interactions at the same
time, then the power counting must be aligned depending on
the relative sizes of the couplings under consideration. We
discuss this in Sec. IV D for the case of nonzero c̄q (is) and
cG . Finally, we note that we recover the global counting of
Ref. [15] once we assume the various ci to be of the same size.
We will present our results in terms of response functions
Fi,(ν)a (q 2 ), which are classified according to the following:
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(2) at which chiral order (ν) = (0), (1), . . . in the chiral expansion of the currents they appear. The dominant current for each DM interaction, i.e., {c̄q (is) , c̄q (iv) , cs , cG },
starts at order (0).
(3) We divide higher order contributions into two-nucleon
terms (a = 2b) and one-nucleon radius (q 2 ) corrections (a = r).
We can now expand the structure functions appearing in the
cross section as
dσ
=
dq 2

σN(is) A2
4μ2N vχ2


(1)
2
2
αq (is) Fq(0)
(is) (q ) + Fq (is) , 2b (q )






2
2
+ αq (iv) Fq(0)
+ Fq(1)
(is) , r (q ) + · · ·
(iv) (q ) + · · ·


+ αs Fs(0) (q 2 ) + Fs,(1)r (q 2 ) + · · ·
2

(3)
2
+ αG FG(0) (q 2 ) + FG,
.
(24)
2b (q ) + · · ·

Here we expanded the currents up to order (1) and since
there appear no new corrections at order (2), the dots indicate
missing order (3) corrections. The only order (3) correction
we explicitly consider is the two-nucleon contribution arising
from the DM-gluon interactions [see Eq. (17)]. We keep this
term as a diagnostic tool to study the contributions of missing
higher order corrections. The dimensionless couplings αi are
given by


c̄q (is)
δmN c̄q (iv)
(is)
(iv)
, αq = −
,
αq =
cχ
4σπN cχ




cG
σs c̄s
8π mG
N
, αG = −
. (25)
αs =
σπN cχ
9 σπN cχ
The factor of cχ−1 is an artifact of the normalization in Eqs. (22)
and (23). With these definitions, we obtain
(0) 2
(0) 2
2
Fq(0)
(is) (q ) = Fs (q ) = FG (q ),
(0)
(0)
Fq(0)
(is) (0) = Fs (0) = FG (0) = 1.

(26)

2
(1) 2
The radius corrections Fq(1)
(is) , r (q ), and Fs, r (q ) involve the
same nuclear matrix elements as the order (0) one-nucleon
contributions apart from an additional overall dependence
on q 2 . They therefore do not require additional nuclear
calculations. The independent structure functions are therefore
(0)
(1)
(3)
2
2
2
2
Fq(0)
(is) (q ), Fq (iv) (q ), Fq (is) , 2b (q ), and FG, 2b (q ), in agreement
with the findings of Ref. [15].
Although the ratio of LECs appearing in the definitions
of αi ranges from small values −δmN /(4σπN )  −0.01 to
large values (−8π mG
N )/(9σπN )  −40, this does not reflect the
relative importance of the various terms. The αi depend on the
definition of the DM couplings cu,d,s,G in Eq. (1). For instance,
Eq. (1) assumes that the scalar couplings between light quarks
and DM is proportional to the light-quark mass. While this is
a reasonable assumption, it can be easily different in specific
UV-complete models. We can only make model-independent
statements about the relative sizes of different contributions
proportional to the same αi .

B. Nuclear wave functions

Our calculations are based on a momentum-space evaluation of matrix elements that involve the DM interactions as
introduced in the previous section and nuclear wave functions.
Below, we require wave functions for 2 H and 3 He (and
3
H) which we obtain from solutions of the nonrelativistic
Schrödinger equation in momentum space.
In the case of the deuteron, we directly solve
|ψd  =

1
V12 |ψd .
Ed − T

(27)

Here, Ed is the deuteron binding energy, T is the two-nucleon
(N N ) kinetic energy and V12 is the N N interaction. The
deuteron wave function is expanded in momentum eigenstates
| p α where α corresponds to the partial waves contributing
to the deuteron bound state: the orbital angular momentum
l12 = 0,2, N N spin s12 = 1, and the total angular momentum
j12 = 1.
We consider both modern phenomenological N N interactions and interactions based on chiral effective theory to
obtain the wave functions. The two standard choices for
phenomenological interactions are AV18 [47] and CD-Bonn
[48]. Although both interactions describe the available N N
data below the pion production threshold essentially perfectly,
their properties are quite different. The CD-Bonn interaction
is much more nonlocal than AV18. For the deuteron, the
nonobservable kinetic energies, potential energies, and D-state
probabilities differs visibly for both models, as can be seen
from Table I. Therefore, a comparison of results for these
models is a good indication of possible model dependencies.
For the radius and the quadrupole moment, there are slight
deviations from the experimental values. These can be traced
back to neglected contributions, e.g., meson-exchange currents
and relativistic corrections, and uncertainties in the correction
of the measured charge radii for the finite radii of the proton
and neutron.
For the chiral interactions, we use the ones of Ref. [27].
Following the approach of Weinberg [30,54], the nonperturbative character of the nuclear interactions is taken into account
by expanding a nuclear potential perturbatively in terms of the
pions mass mπ and the nucleon 3-momentum q over the chiral
symmetry breaking or breakdown scale b . This potential is
then used in a Schrödinger equation to obtain observables of
nuclear systems.
We note that there has been some discussion of how such a
nonperturbative expansion can be made consistently in leading
and higher orders [55–62]. The approach used applies all
orders of the interaction nonperturbatively. This has been
shown to result in a high-quality description of NN observables
provided the interactions are regulated using finite values of
a cutoff. For the interactions used, here the regularization
is defined in configuration space and parameterized by a
short-distance scale R. Explicit calculations have shown that
R needs to be larger than 0.8 fm. The best description of the
NN data is obtained for R = 0.9 fm. Based on the description
of NN scattering data, the breakdown scale was estimated
in Ref. [27] and turns out to be dependent on the cutoff
chosen. We have summarized the available cutoff values in
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TABLE I. Properties of the deuteron wave functions used. The deuteron binding energy Ed and the expectation values of the kinetic energy
and of the potential are given in MeV. We also give the point proton rms radius rd in fm, the quadrupole moment Qd in fm2 , and the D-state
probability PD in percent (%) together with the asymptotic normalization AS in fm−1 and η = AADS .
Ed

T

V

rd

Qd

PD

AS

η

AV18
CD-Bonn

−2.225
−2.223

19.81
15.60

−22.04
−17.83

1.967
1.966

0.270
0.270

5.76
4.85

0.884
0.884

0.0252
0.0258

LO (Q0 ) 1
LO (Q0 ) 2
LO (Q0 ) 3
LO (Q0 ) 4
LO (Q0 ) 5

−1.989
−2.023
−2.083
−2.167
−2.272

14.26
13.29
12.47
11.76
11.15

−16.25
−15.32
−14.55
−13.92
−13.42

1.997
1.990
1.979
1.965
1.950

0.245
0.230
0.215
0.199
0.183

3.27
2.54
1.97
1.53
1.18

0.825
0.833
0.849
0.870
0.897

0.0219
0.0212
0.0205
0.0198
0.0192

NLO (Q2 ) 1
NLO (Q2 ) 2
NLO (Q2 ) 3
NLO (Q2 ) 4
NLO (Q2 ) 5

−2.191
−2.199
−2.206
−2.211
−2.213

15.40
14.25
13.49
12.92
12.48

−17.59
−16.45
−15.69
−15.14
−14.69

1.970
1.968
1.967
1.965
1.965

0.275
0.273
0.271
0.269
0.267

5.23
4.73
4.24
3.77
3.35

0.875
0.877
0.879
0.881
0.881

0.0256
0.0256
0.0257
0.0258
0.0259

N2 LO (Q3 ) 1
N2 LO (Q3 ) 2
N2 LO (Q3 ) 3
N2 LO (Q3 ) 4
N2 LO (Q3 ) 5

−2.228
−2.231
−2.235
−2.237
−2.235

14.94
13.85
13.17
12.69
12.32

−17.16
−16.08
−15.40
−14.93
−14.55

1.967
1.966
1.964
1.964
1.963

0.271
0.270
0.270
0.269
0.269

4.87
4.50
4.12
3.75
3.40

0.886
0.886
0.888
0.888
0.887

0.0254
0.0256
0.0258
0.0260
0.0263

N3 LO (Q4 ) 1
N3 LO (Q4 ) 2
N3 LO (Q4 ) 3
N3 LO (Q4 ) 4
N3 LO (Q4 ) 5

−2.223
−2.223
−2.223
−2.223
−2.223

23.33
21.58
19.63
17.71
16.13

−25.55
−23.80
−21.85
−19.94
−18.35

1.970
1.972
1.975
1.979
1.982

0.268
0.271
0.275
0.279
0.283

3.78
4.19
4.77
5.21
5.58

0.884
0.884
0.885
0.885
0.885

0.0255
0.0255
0.0256
0.0256
0.0256

N4 LO (Q5 ) 1
N4 LO (Q5 ) 2
N4 LO (Q5 ) 3
N4 LO (Q5 ) 4
N4 LO (Q5 ) 5

−2.223
−2.223
−2.223
−2.223
−2.223

20.64
18.89
17.48
16.29
15.27

−22.86
−21.12
−19.70
−18.51
−17.50

1.970
1.972
1.974
1.978
1.981

0.271
0.271
0.272
0.276
0.280

4.28
4.29
4.40
4.74
5.12

0.884
0.884
0.884
0.885
0.885

0.0256
0.0256
0.0255
0.0256
0.0256

1.975 [50]

0.286(2) [51]

0.878(4) [52]

0.0256(4) [53]

NN interaction

−2.225 [49]

Expt.

Table II, where we also introduce the shorthand notation i
for the various cutoff values. To finalize our discussion of
the NN interactions, we note that AV18 is accompanied by
an electromagnetic (EM) interaction, which we also take into
account. Additionally, we have added the same EM interaction
to the proton-proton and neutron-neutron interactions in case
of CD-Bonn and the chiral interactions. In the latter cases,
we did not add the EM part to the np interactions, since
this would lead to a visible deviation of the deuteron binding
energy to experiment. However, at least for CD-Bonn, the EM
contribution is consistent since the interaction has been fitted to
NN data, taking the EM contributions into account. We stress
that the EM contribution is small and of minor importance.

In Table I, we also summarize the properties of the deuteron
wave function for the chiral interactions at different orders of
the chiral expansion Qi = max(q/b ,mπ /b )i ; see Sec. III C
for more details. It is seen that nonobservable quantities like
the D-wave probability and the kinetic and potential energies
strongly depend on the cutoff value chosen. Radii, binding
energies, quadrupole moments, and asymptotic normalizations
show much less variation and, in higher orders, reproduce
the experimental values similarly to the phenomenological
interactions. We stress, however, that this does not necessarily
imply that we can expect results for DM scattering that are
independent of the wave function.
In order to obtain the wave functions for 3 He (and 3 H), we
rewrite the Schrödinger equation into Faddeev equations,
(3)
|ψ12  = G0 t12 P |ψ12  + G0 (1 + t12 G0 ) V123
(1 + P )|ψ12 ,

TABLE II. Cutoff values used to compute wave functions and the
uncertainty estimates. Values are taken from Ref. [63].
Cutoff
R
b

1

2

3

4

5

0.8 fm
600 MeV

0.9 fm
600 MeV

1.0 fm
600 MeV

1.1fm
500 MeV

1.2 fm
400 MeV

(28)
where we have introduced the Faddeev components |ψ12 .
Due the antisymmetry of the 3 He wave function, all
Faddeev components can be related to |ψ12  using permutation
operators. The combination of transpositions Pij that enters
the Faddeev equations is labeled by P = P12 P23 + P13 P23 .
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TABLE III. Properties of the 3 He wave functions used. The 3 He binding energy E(3 He), the expectation value of the kinetic energy and
of the potential are given in MeV. We also give the point proton and neutron rms radius and the rms distance of two nucleons, rp , rn and rNN ,
respectively, in fm. The S-, P -, and D-state probabilities PS , PP , and PD are given in percent (%). The deviations of the norm of the wave
functions from 1 are a measure of higher partial-wave contributions (see text).
NN interaction

E(3 He)

T

V

rp

rn

rNN

PS

PP

PD

|

AV18
AV18 + Urb IX
CD-Bonn
CD-Bonn + TM

−6.922
−7.754
−7.264
−7.729

45.67
50.21
36.77
38.53

−52.59
−57.97
−44.03
−46.26

1.871
1.770
1.819
1.767

1.677
1.601
1.637
1.598

3.127
2.966
3.047
2.964

91.47
90.63
92.95
92.41

0.065
0.131
0.046
0.090

8.465
9.241
7.000
7.498

0.998752
0.998956
0.999505
0.999589

LO (Q0 ) 1
LO (Q0 ) 2
LO (Q0 ) 3
LO (Q0 ) 4
LO (Q0 ) 5

−11.22
−10.92
−10.47
−10.01
−9.594

54.29
48.71
43.40
38.70
34.67

−65.51
−59.63
−53.87
−48.70
−44.27

1.327
1.367
1.424
1.489
1.558

1.258
1.289
1.334
1.388
1.444

2.259
2.324
2.416
2.522
2.634

95.31
96.65
97.58
98.23
98.69

0.031
0.015
0.008
0.004
0.002

4.659
3.333
2.410
1.763
1.304

0.999959
0.999969
0.999972
0.999976
0.999979

NLO (Q2 ) 1
NLO (Q2 ) 2
NLO (Q2 ) 3
NLO (Q2 ) 4
NLO (Q2 ) 5

−7.315
−7.481
−7.638
−7.804
−7.969

36.61
33.96
32.75
32.21
31.96

−43.92
−41.44
−40.38
−40.01
−39.93

1.805
1.784
1.764
1.744
1.723

1.626
1.610
1.595
1.579
1.563

3.025
2.992
2.960
2.927
2.895

92.19
93.06
93.94
94.76
95.51

0.057
0.046
0.037
0.029
0.022

7.755
6.890
6.025
5.210
4.466

0.999781
0.999881
0.999924
0.999946
0.999959

N2 LO (Q3 ) 1
N2 LO (Q3 ) 2
N2 LO (Q3 ) 3
N2 LO (Q3 ) 4
N2 LO (Q3 ) 5

−7.305
−7.409
−7.540
−7.680
−7.824

35.68
32.88
31.63
31.13
30.96

−42.99
−40.29
−39.17
−38.81
−38.79

1.821
1.806
1.788
1.769
1.749

1.639
1.628
1.614
1.599
1.584

3.050
3.027
2.999
2.969
2.937

92.99
93.61
94.26
94.90
95.51

0.045
0.039
0.032
0.027
0.022

6.966
6.357
5.713
5.078
4.470

0.999771
0.999877
0.999925
0.999947
0.999960

N3 LO (Q4 ) 1
N3 LO (Q4 ) 2
N3 LO (Q4 ) 3
N3 LO (Q4 ) 4
N3 LO (Q4 ) 5

−6.865
−6.871
−6.832
−6.812
−6.779

51.81
50.74
46.94
42.31
38.21

−58.67
−57.61
−53.77
−49.13
−44.99

1.884
1.890
1.901
1.910
1.921

1.691
1.697
1.707
1.716
1.725

3.148
3.159
3.180
3.196
3.215

94.79
94.07
93.12
92.43
91.89

0.027
0.032
0.041
0.048
0.053

5.189
5.897
6.842
7.524
8.052

0.998593
0.998904
0.999219
0.999481
0.999661

N4 LO (Q5 ) 1
N4 LO (Q5 ) 2
N4 LO (Q5 ) 3
N4 LO (Q5 ) 4
N4 LO (Q5 ) 5

−6.790
−6.893
−6.931
−6.919
−6.872

52.31
47.33
43.30
39.84
36.75

−59.10
−54.22
−50.23
−46.76
−43.62

1.898
1.886
1.885
1.893
1.906

1.701
1.693
1.695
1.702
1.714

3.170
3.154
3.155
3.169
3.192

93.96
93.92
93.71
93.17
92.60

0.033
0.033
0.035
0.040
0.046

6.005
6.046
6.255
6.786
7.351

0.998833
0.999185
0.999424
0.999597
0.999719

Expt.

−7.718 [66,67]

1.776

G0 denotes the 3N free propagator. NN interactions enter
via the t matrices t12 , which are obtained by solving a
Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the NN system embedded
into a 3N system. Finally, for some of the phenomenological
calculations, we take 3NFs into account. These are first
separated in three parts again related by permutation operators
(1)
(2)
(3)
+ V123
+ V123
. Only one of these parts is required
V123 = V123
for the Faddeev equation. The equations are solved using
Jacobi relative momenta. Therefore, the basis depends on two
momenta, the relative momentum in the subsystem (12) of
the first two nucleons p12 and the relative momentum p3 of
the third particle with respect to the other two. The angular
dependence is expanded in corresponding orbital angular
momenta l12 and l3 . As in the NN system above, the orbital
angular momentum l12 is coupled with the spin of the NN
system s12 to the total two-body angular momentum j12 . The
orbital angular momentum l3 is coupled with the spin of
the third nucleon to a spectator angular momentum I3 . j12
and I3 are finally combined to the total angular momentum
j3 = 1/2.

From the isospin t12 of the (12) subsystem and the isospin
of the third nucleon, we build the total isospin τ3 of 3 He.
Since we take the charge dependence of the nuclear force
and electromagnetic forces into account, both isospins τ3 =
1/2 and 3/2 contribute, although the 3/2 component is small
[64]. For this work, we do not take the proton-neutron mass
difference into account but assume an average nucleon mass
of mN = 938.9182 MeV. The number of partial waves states
max
.
is constrained by the maximal NN angular momentum j12
max
We chose j12 = 6 for the phenomenological interactions and
max
j12
= 7 for the chiral ones. With these constraints on the
partial waves and using approximately 60 momentum grids
points for p12 and p3 , we were able to obtain binding energies
to an accuracy of 1 keV. More details on the calculations can
be found in Ref. [65].
The binding energy results together with some basic wave
function properties are summarized in Table III. The first
observation is that the binding energies are generally not
in very good agreement with the experimental value. This
can be attributed to contributions of three-nucleon forces
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(3NFs). For the phenomenological interactions, we have added
3NFs that have been tuned to describe the mirror nucleus 3 H
correctly [68]. Thereby, AV18 was augmented by the Urbana
IX interaction (Urb IX) [69] and CD-Bonn with the TucsonMelbourne (TM) force [70]. Although it is an important
strength of chiral interactions that they are accompanied by
3NFs that can be derived within the same framework, we have
not added chiral 3NFs to the chiral interactions in this work
since their adjustment is a work in progress. We show later
that our results here are not significantly affected by Urb IX
and TM. We therefore expect that adding the chiral 3NFs is
not too important for the results in this work but we stress that
this needs to be verified in a future calculation.
The table also gives results for point proton and neutron
radii together with the rms distance of two nucleons. The
rather strong dependence on the interaction model is due to a
strong correlation with the binding energy [71] and therefore
driven by the long-distance components of the wave function.
We compare the point proton radius to an experimental value
that is based on the charge radius of 3 He of rch = 1.976(15) fm
[72] and corrected for the finite proton and neutron size along
the lines explained in Ref. [63].
We also give the probability to find total orbital angular
momentum L = 0,1,2 in our wave functions. To obtain these
numbers, we performed a recoupling of angular momenta
to an LS coupling scheme. Besides the dominant S-wave
component, we find a sizable D-wave component. The P -wave
component is quite small.
The last column of the table gives results for the norm of
the wave function. It can be shown using the antisymmetry of
the wave function that the scalar product of the wave function
| = (1 + P )|12  is
| = 3 ψ12 |.

wave function is affected. Analogously, even higher order wave
functions should be combined with higher order corrections
to the currents. However, whereas we have access to N3 LO
and N4 LO wave functions, we do not control the currents at
the same order. That is, a consistent calculation with these
wave functions would also require the calculation of missing
higher order currents. This can be done with the methods of
Refs. [73,74], but is beyond the scope of this work.
As discussed below, we find that the corrections associated
to the inclusion of higher order currents are smaller than the
corrections associated with higher order wave functions. For
this reason, we chose to present our uncertainty estimation
based on the variation of different orders in the wave functions
but fixed current orders: We sandwich the one- and twonucleon currents derived in Sec. II A between wave functions
calculated from LO up to N4 LO nucleon-nucleon potentials.
We show that at least N3 LO wave functions are required in
order to get precise results for two-nucleon currents.
To assign an uncertainty to our calculation at each order
in the chiral expansion of the wave function, we follow the
scheme of Ref. [63], which we slightly modify in order to
account for missing high-order effects of the currents. The
objective of this scheme is to make a prediction for the
value of the observable X with a well-defined uncertainty
estimate. In this work, the observable X corresponds to the
magnitude squared of the response functions X = |F|2 , but
the procedure can be used for any quantity. As we are only able
to approximate X with wave functions at finite chiral order (ν),
it is desirable to quantify the uncertainty δ (ν) X associated with
the approximation. The calculation of X(ν) is uncertain up to
missing corrections proportional to Qν+1
X(ν) = X + δ (ν) X = X +

(29)

Numerically, this relation is not strictly fulfilled since higher
partial waves are missing. We use the right-hand side for the
normalization of the wave function. This is generally leads
to larger accuracy since the partial wave convergence of the
Faddeev component is faster then that of the wave function.
The last column shows the left-hand side of the equation. The
deviation from one is small, but still, some higher partialwave contributions are missing. Their contribution to matrix
elements is generally suppressed when finite-range operators
are considered as we do in this work.
C. Chiral expansion and uncertainty estimation

The calculation of the scattering amplitude, or equivalently
the response functions, depends on both the nuclear wave
function () and the DM current (Jˆ) that is sandwiched
between the wave functions. Both quantities can be expanded
order by order in the chiral expansion. The LO contribution
to the cross section arises from combining LO wave functions
with the order (0) one-nucleon current. For isoscalar DMquark interactions, the first corrections arise from applying
NLO wave functions and from the order (1) two-nucleon
and radius corrections to the currents. For the DM-strange
quark interactions, the currents are only altered by the radius
corrections, while for the remaining DM interactions only the

∞


Qν+i Xi(ν) ,

(30)

i=1

where X would be the result of a fictitious infinite-order
calculation. Xi(ν) denotes a set of coefficients parameterizing
the uncertainty for a given order in Q—the dimensionless
expansion parameter that is given by the generic momentum
p ∼ mπ ∼ q divided by the large breakdown scale. For the
numerical error estimates, we use Q = max(q/b , mπ /b )
with b , a regulator scale which depends on the coordinatespace cutoff used in the evaluation of the nuclear wave
functions (see Table II). That is, for small momentum transfers,
Q is determined by mπ /b .
For a well-behaved expansion, all the coefficients Xi(ν) are
expected to be of natural order Xi(ν) ∼ X. We approximate
the error by assuming that one can find a maximal coefficient
(ν)
 |Xi(ν) |, which allows us to resum the series
Xmax
(ν)
δ (ν) X  Qν Xmax

∞

i=1

Qi =

Qν+1
(ν)
.
Xmax
1−Q

(31)

This uncertainty estimate is rather conservative as we have
used not only the maximal term but also assumed a coherent
summation of uncertainties. To find the size of the coefficient,
we analyze the difference of the same observable at two
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different chiral orders ν  > ν
X

(ν)

−X

(ν  )



= Q X1(ν) + O(Q) .
ν

(32)

We finally estimate this coefficient by further taking the
maximal value over all computed differences at different chiral
orders


(ν)
(ν)
Xmax
 |Xmax | = max Xmax
,
ν



(ν)
Xmax
 max

ν >ν

|X(ν) − X(ν ) |
.
Qν+1

(33)

The final uncertainty estimate is then given by
δX(ν) 

Qν+1
|Xmax |.
1−Q

(34)

While this method provides a conservative estimate of the
uncertainty at a given chiral order of the wave functions, we
stress again that the estimate does not fully capture the missing
higher order currents. In addition, the simple procedure
outlined here does not provide a statistical interpretation of
the theoretical uncertainty.
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Compared to the top panel, the results have shifted by only
a small amount, indicating that higher order currents only
moderately modify the cross section. The uncertainty of the
total result, however, has increased significantly, in particular
for NLO chiral wave functions. As we discuss in more detail
below, the increase in uncertainty is caused by a relatively
large dependence of the two-body corrections on the applied
wave function. Finally, we note that the relative effect of
the higher order currents seems to decrease somewhat for
larger values of the momentum transfer. This happens because
of mutual cancellations between the radius and two-nucleon
corrections.
In the last two rows of Fig. 2, we study the effects of higher
order currents in more detail. In the third and fourth row, we
show, respectively, the relative contribution of the radius and
two-body currents with respect to the full result shown in the
second row. That is,
2

(r)



=

(1)
2
2
Fq(0+1)
(q 2 ) − Fq(0)
(is)
(is) (q ) + Fq (is),2b (q )

Fq(0+1)
(q 2 )
(is)



IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Convergence and uncertainty estimates

We now turn to the results of our calculation. We mainly
discuss the case of the isoscalar quark-DM interactions as they
lead to the most interesting higher order currents. The other
cases are briefly discussed in Sec. IV C. As discussed above,
we calculate the structure functions that appear in Eq. (24) for
different chiral and phenomenological wave functions. When
using chiral wave functions, we present results for each order
in the chiral expansion and for different values of the cutoff
used to regulate the bound-state equations. The theoretical
uncertainty of our result at each order in the chiral expansion
is obtained by the method described in Sec. III C. In this work,
we focus on the nuclear aspects of DM direct detection and we
therefore do not show the uncertainty associated to hadronic
quantities such as the uncertainty on σπN and δmN . We refer
to, for example, Ref. [17] for discussions of the latter. We also
do not include astrophysical uncertainties related to DM direct
detection [75].
We begin with discussing the results for scattering off the
deuteron. In the top panel of Fig. 2, we show results for
2 2
|Fq(0)
(is) (q )| for three different values of the momentum transfer
q = |q|. At zero momentum transfer, the results are equal to
unity for each applied wave function due to the normalization
of the structure functions; see Eq. (26). For larger values of the
momentum transfer, the structure function decreases, which
can be described by a Helm form factor as discussed in the
next section. We find essentially no dependence on the order of
the chiral wave function used nor on the applied cutoff which
is reflected by the very small uncertainty bands on the results.
In the second row, we show the effect of including the higher
order currents arising from radius and two-body corrections:
Fq(0+1)
(q 2 )
(is)

2

2

(1)
(1)
2
2
2
≡ Fq(0)
(is) (q ) + Fq (is),2b (q ) + Fq (is),r (q ) .

(35)

=

(1)
2
2
Fq(0+1)
(q 2 ) − Fq(0)
(is)
(is) (q ) + Fq (is),r (q )

Fq(0+1)
(q 2 )
(is)

,

2

2

(2b)

2

2

2

.

(36)

Just like the order (0) structure functions, the radius corrections
do not depend on the order of the chiral wave function nor on
the applied cutoff. This can be easily understood as the current
has the same form as the order (0) one-body current apart from
the dependence on F (|q|/2mπ )  (5/9)|q 2 |/(4m2π ) + · · · [see
Eq. (11)]. The nuclear aspects of the calculation are therefore
identical. The radius correction vanishes at zero momentum
transfer and is only −2% for q = 100 MeV.
More interesting are the two-body corrections. In contrast to
one-body currents, we obtain a significant dependence on the
applied wave function. If we apply NLO wave functions, the
effects of two-body currents at zero momentum transfer range
from (2b) = (2 ± 15)% when using cutoff 1 up to 2 ± 3%
when using cutoff 2 , while the other cutoffs give values in
between these extremes. This large uncertainty for all cutoffs
indicates that the two-body corrections depend on aspects of
the wave function not captured by the observables given in
Table I. For instance, the NLO wave functions already give
good agreement with experiments as far as the binding energy,
radius, quadrupole moment, and the asymptotic D/S ratio are
concerned. Increasing the order of the chiral wave functions,
we observe an order-by-order convergence of the results.
Using N2 LO wave functions, we still observe a significant
cutoff dependence of the result ranging from (2b) = (3 ± 4)%
for 1 up to (2b) = (1.6 ± 0.8)% for 2 , but for even
higher order wave functions almost all cutoff dependence has
disappeared and we obtain stable results. This can be seen in
more detail from Table V given in the Appendix.
In line with previous observations [36], we find that using
the cutoff 2 gives rise to the fastest convergence pattern.
Since all results for different i are consistent once the most
accurate wave functions are applied, in the following sections
we will show results using 2 .
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FIG. 2. The plots show different structure functions for isoscalar quark-DM interaction for the 2 H system at three values of the momentum
transfer q. From top to bottom the panels indicate, respectively, the leading, order (0), one-nucleon isoscalar structure functions; the full order
(0+1) isoscalar structure functions including two-body and radius corrections; the modification in percent due to the radius corrections; and the
modification in percent due to two-body corrections. Results are shown for different chiral wave functions (NLO up to N4 LO) and for the five
different cutoffs given in Table II. The colored bands, from outermost to innermost, correspond to averages over all cutoffs at N2 LO, N3 LO,
and N4 LO in the wave expansion. Results for LO wave functions are not shown because the uncertainty bands are too large.

In Fig. 3 we show the analogous plots for scattering off
He. We do not show the results for 3 H as the main features
are essentially the same (see Table V for numerical results
of the two-nucleon matrix elements). Regarding one-nucleon
currents, the main difference with respect to the 2 H case is
that already the leading structure function has a significant
uncertainty at larger momentum transfer even for N2 LO wave
functions. This uncertainty reflects the more complicated
nature of three-nucleon wave functions.
The two-body contributions are smaller than in the deuteron
case and significantly more uncertain. The relative two-body
correction is roughly a factor 5 smaller than for 2 H. This is
perhaps unexpected as the relative importance of two-body

3

currents is naively expected to grow with A compared to the
one-body results. The smallness for 3 He is probably related
to the spin-isospin structure of 3 He and was also observed
in an analysis of pion-nucleus scattering lengths where very
similar two-body currents appear [76,77]. We expect two-body
currents to grow in denser nuclei and aim to investigate 4 He in
a forthcoming study.
Independent of the size, it is interesting to study how
accurate we can calculate the two-body corrections. Like for
the 2 H scenario we see that using NLO wave functions gives
rise to significant uncertainties. The accuracy improves with
N2 LO wave functions, but unlike the 2 H case, even with the
fastest converging cutoff, 2 , the uncertainty on the two-body
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FIG. 3. The plots shows different structure functions for isoscalar quark-DM interaction for the 3 He system at three values of the momentum
transfer q. From top to bottom the panels indicate, respectively, the leading order (0) one-body isoscalar structure functions, the full order
(0 + 1) isoscalar structure functions including two-body and radius corrections, the modification in percent due to the radius corrections, and
the modification in percent due to two-body corrections. Results are shown for different chiral wave functions (NLO up to N4 LO) and for the
five different cut-offs given in Table II. The colored bands, from outermost to innermost, correspond to averages over all cut-offs at N2 LO,
N3 LO and N4 LO in the wave expansion.

correction is roughly 100%. At least N3 LO wave functions are
necessary to obtain results distinguishable from zero.

factor [78,79] (although this is usually done for heavier nuclei)
which we fitted to our results for the leading one-nucleon
response functions. We parametrize the form factor as
j1 (qrn ) −(qs)2 /2
e
,
qrn
7
rn2 = c2 + π 2 a 2 − 5s 2 ,
3
c = (1.23A1/3 − 0.60) fm,

F (H) (q) = 3

B. Discussion

We summarize our results in Fig. 4 where we show the
full isoscalar structure functions, the radius corrections, and
the two-body corrections obtained from N2 LO–N4 LO wave
functions using the fastest converging cutoff 2 . We also
show results using phenomenological wave functions. As is
clear from the first panel and the discussions above, the NLO
corrections to the isoscalar structure functions for both 2 H and
3
He are small and the impulse approximation, i.e., neglecting
all two-nucleon contributions, is excellent. The q 2 dependence
of the structure functions can be parametrized by a Helm form

(37)

and provide fit values for a and s in Table IV. The fitted
form factors describe the full results well over the considered
range of momentum transfer. The result is also very stable with
respect to different nucleon-nucleon potentials and, essentially,
all wave functions give the same results. This is not surprising
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FIG. 4. The left column shows the full order (0+1) isoscalar-quark DM structure functions for 2 H (top) and 3 He (bottom). The second and
third columns denote, respectively, the radius and two-nucleon corrections as defined in Eq. (36). The uncertainty bands correspond to chiral
wave functions at N2 LO, N3 LO, and N4 LO (from outer- to innermost: green, blue, red). Results from using phenomenological wave functions
and for the fitted Helm form factor (left panel only) are also shown. The phenomenological wave functions for 3 He are generated with and
without three-nucleon forces (TNF).

as the full structure function is dominated by the one-body
scalar currents, which were found to be independent of wave
functions. The same holds true for the radius corrections shown
in the second column of Fig. 4.
The effects of two-body currents are summarized in the
third panel of Fig. 4. Their magnitude is very modest in the
light nuclei under consideration and in general cases it should
be safe to neglect them. The fact that they only provide a few
percent correction is not in good agreement with the expected
size based on chiral-EFT power counting, which predicts
effects of O(p/χ ) ∼ O(mπ /χ ) ∼ (10–30)%. Despite the
small size of two-nucleon contributions, it is interesting to
study the accuracy with which they can be determined as
they can become more relevant in heavier nuclei [15] (as
was found in the case of neutrino-nucleus scattering [80]), in
cases where one-body contributions are canceled against other
contributions [9,14], or for nonscalar DM interactions that lead
to spin-dependent DM-nucleus scattering [10]. Furthermore,
the scalar two-nucleon currents at zero momentum transfer
provide the dominant two-nucleon contribution to nuclear
TABLE IV. Helm form factor coefficients for the order (0)
response functions for 2 H and 3 He. The coefficients are fitted to
Fq(0)(is) for N2 LO wave functions at cutoff 2 .
Target
2

H
H
3
He
3

a (fm)

s (fm)

0.47
0.38
0.39

1.09
0.96
0.98

terms [16], which describe the dependence of the nuclear mass
on the quark masses.
Whereas the single-nucleon contributions are very stable,
we find much a larger wave-function dependence for the twonucleon contributions. Using N2 LO chiral wave functions, we
observe a 50% uncertainty on the 2 H two-body matrix elements
and 100% on the 3 He matrix elements. Both uncertainties
decrease significantly once N3 LO wave functions are applied.
At this and higher chiral order, the uncertainty estimates do
not include the effects of potential higher order currents. We
briefly discuss these in the next section.
Results using high-order chiral wave functions are in
good agreement with phenomenological wave functions.
Where AV18 predicts somewhat larger two-body corrections,
CD-Bonn is in very good agreement with the results for
N3 LO and N4 LO wave functions. The main advantage of
applying chiral wave functions is that they allow for a
systematic uncertainty estimate. Finally, our 3 He chiral wave
functions do not include three-nucleon forces which brings in
a further uncertainty not quantified by the uncertainty bands.
We expect, however, that three-nucleon forces do not affect the
results significantly as they only mildly affect the results for
phenomenological wave functions. Furthermore, the spread
of phenomenological results with and without three-nucleon
forces is of the same size as the estimated uncertainty of our
N3 LO results.
It is interesting to study in more detail why the two-body
current matrix elements suffer from large uncertainties even
though the NLO and N2 LO 2 H and 3 He wave functions
describe several observable quantities quite well (see Tables I
and III). While studying the two-body current matrix elements,
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FIG. 5. Correlation between isoscalar two-nucleon matrix elements and the D-wave probability. Circles and squares correspond
to 2 H and 3 He, respectively. The sizes of the circles and squares
correspond to the sizes off the cutoff; the smallest (largest) symbols
represent 1 (5 ). Different colors correspond to different wave
functions. A linear fit results in Jq (is) ,2b  = 4.9 × 10−3 PD − 1.2 ×
10−2 for 2 H and Jq (is) ,2b  = 8.2 × 10−4 PD − 4.1 × 10−3 for 3 He.

we observed a significant correlation between the D-wave
probability of the wave function and the two-nucleon matrix
element [defined in Eq. (A3)]. This correlation is shown in
Fig. 5. It turns out that the correlation follows an almost linear
behavior with different slopes and interceptions for 2 H and
3
He. The strong dependence of the two-body correction on
the D-wave probability is also seen in the context of piondeuteron scattering [76,77]. The D-wave probabilities change
significantly from N2 LO to N3 LO chiral wave functions, see
Tables I and III, probably due to the appearance of new
short-range interactions in the nucleon-nucleon potential. The
connection to the D-wave probability might also be interesting
for lattice-QCD calculations of nuclear σ -terms at nonphysical
pion masses [16] as larger pion masses can lead to a suppressed
nucleon-nucleon tensor force and thus a reduced D-wave
probability.
The observation that two-body corrections suffer from large
uncertainties when using N2 LO chiral wave functions for light
nuclei might indicate that the corresponding uncertainties for
more complex heavier systems can be even larger, although
further study is required to confirm this. This is potentially
relevant for two-nucleon corrections in other contexts such
as calculations of neutrino scattering off 4 He and 12 C nuclei
[80] using N2 LO chiral wave functions obtained with quantum
Monte Carlo methods. In any case, it is worthwhile to note that
wave functions with very similar properties regarding observables such as binding energies and electromagnetic moments
can still lead to different two-nucleon matrix elements.
C. The remaining DM interactions

Having discussed in detail the isoscalar quark-DM interactions, we now briefly turn to the remaining terms in
Eq. (1). As is clear from the parametrization of the differential
cross section in Eqs. (24)–(26), the order (0) one-nucleon
contributions from strange quark-DM and gluon-DM inter-
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actions depend on the same structure function as the isoscalar
quark-DM interactions. The order (0) results can therefore be
directly read off from the top panels of Figs. 2 and 3. The
differential cross sections only differ in their overall size by
the dependence on different DM couplings and strong LECs, as
indicated in Eq. (25). Similarly, the order (1) radius corrections
for the strange quark-DM interactions can be read off from
the third panels of Figs. 2 and 3 after appropriate rescaling
of the q 2 dependence of the strange σ term with respect
to the light-quark σ term [see Eqs. (11) and (14)]. These
radius corrections are not present for isovector quark-DM or
gluon-DM interactions until order (3) currents. Furthermore,
none of the remaining DM interactions, c̄q (iv) , cs , cG , lead to
two-nucleon corrections until order (3). We discuss one such
correction below.
The only nontrivial difference with respect to the isoscalar
structure functions then arises from the isospin structure τi3
that appears in Eq. (11) for the leading one-nucleon current
arising from c̄q (iv) . At zero momentum transfer, the isoscalar
operator counts the number of nucleon giving rise to the factor
A2 in Eq. (22). Similarly, at q 2 = 0, the isovector interactions
count the difference between the number of protons and
neutrons. This implies that these contributions vanish for
the DM-2 H scattering but contribute to DM-3 He (and 3 H)
scattering.
To investigate the typical size of isospin-violating corrections, we choose for the DM couplings in Eq. (1) the following
values: cu = cd = cχ and cs = cG = 0. This choice implies
αq (is) = 1 and αq (iv) = −δmN /(2σπN )  −0.02. Because of
the smallness of αq (iv) /αq (is) , in this scenario the dominant
contribution to the scattering process arises from the onenucleon isoscalar current.2 Subleading corrections then arise
from the isoscalar radius and two-nucleon corrections and
the isovector contributions. The differential cross section is
proportional to

(1)
(1)
2
2
2
|F(q 2 )|2 = αq (is) Fq(0)
(is) (q ) + Fq (is) , 2b (q ) + Fq (is) , r (q )
2

2
+ αq (iv) Fq(0)
(iv) (q ) .

(38)

In Fig. 6, we plot the various contributions to |F(q 2 )|2 for
scattering off 2 H (left panel) and 3 He (right panel) applying
N2 LO chiral wave functions using the fastest converging
cutoff. As mentioned, the main contribution arises from
the isoscalar contribution, which is depicted by Fq(0)
(is) . For
scattering of 2 H, there are no isospin-violating corrections
and the first correction arises from the interference between
the isoscalar one- and two-nucleon contributions depicted
(1)
by Fq(0)
(is) − Fq (is) , 2b . As discussed in more detail above, the
two-nucleon corrections suffer from significant uncertainties
illustrated by the red band. The final corrections come
from the order (1) one-nucleon radius corrections and are
smaller then the two-nucleon corrections over the considered

2
Clearly other choices for cu and cd can lead to drastically different
relative contributions. For instance, the choice cu = −cd = cχ would
enhance the ratio of αq (iv) /αq (is) by a factor ε−2  O(10).
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FIG. 6. Hierarchy of contributions to |F(q 2 )|2 for the choice cu = cd and cs = cG = 0 using N2 LO chiral wave functions with cutoff 2 .
The diagram displays the absolute values of the various terms. For more explanation, we refer to the main text.

range of momentum exchange. We do not show contributions from the square of two-nucleon or radius corrections
(or their interference) as these are smaller by orders of
magnitude.
The pattern is somewhat different for 3 He (and 3 H which
is very similar and not shown). In this case, the largest
correction arises from the interference between the isoscalar
and isovector one-nucleon terms. For the choice cu = cd this
correction amounts to only (1–2)% roughly because of the
smallness of αq (iv) /αq (is) , but this can change for different
parameter choices. As discussed in the previous section, the
two-nucleon contributions are rather small and suffer from
O(100%) uncertainties for 3 He in the case of N2 LO chiral
wave functions. Despite the large uncertainty, the two-nucleon
corrections are smaller than isospin-breaking terms. This is
different from scattering off Xe isotopes where two-nucleon
corrections were found to be larger than isospin-breaking
corrections by roughly an order of magnitude [15] for the same
choices of cu and cd . This is not unexpected as the two-nucleon
corrections are expected to grow with A. Finally, radius
corrections are typically smaller than isospin-violating terms.
D. Suppressing the leading-order contributions

In specific scenarios of DM, it might occur that specific
values of the DM coefficients in Eq. (1) lead to cancellations
in the leading one-nucleon contributions to the cross sections.
In such scenarios, for instance in the framework of isospinviolating DM [81], subleading contributions to the scattering
process become relatively enhanced and crucial to include,
as was argued in Refs. [9,14,17]. In this section, we consider
such a scenario assuming nonzero isoscalar quark-DM and
gluon-DM interactions at the same time. We set cs = 0 in this
section as the strange contributions are almost degenerate with
respect to the gluon contributions.
Focusing on isoscalar and gluonic interactions, we see that
the differential cross section is proportional to
(1)
2
2
F(q 2 ) = (αq (is) + αG )Fq(0)
(is) (q ) + αq (is) Fq (is) , r (q )

(3)
2
+ Fq(1)
(39)
(is) , 2b (q ) + αG FG, 2b + · · · ,

(0) 2
2
where we used Fq(0)
(is) (q ) = FG (q ); see Eq. (26). We also
included the order (1) isoscalar corrections and the order (3)
two-nucleon correction arising from the DM-gluon interactions; see Eq. (17). We stress that the order (3) currents are
not complete and that additional contributions appear at this
order.
The sizes of αq (is) and αG are unknown such that we
cannot determine the relative sizes of their contributions in a
model-independent way. In this section, we investigate the case
where αG /αq (is) = r and set αq (is) = 1 for simplicity. For values
of |r|  1, the order (0) isoscalar and gluon contributions
are of similar size. The power counting then predicts that
the dominant corrections arise from the order (1) isoscalar
corrections, while the (incomplete) order (3) gluon corrections
are expected to be small. As discussed in detail above,
for most values of r the leading one-nucleon contributions
dominate the scattering process and the subleading terms only
provide percent-level corrections. However, around r = −1
the leading contributions are suppressed and the subleading
terms become relatively enhanced. Clearly, such a scenario
corresponds to a tuning of the fundamental couplings cu , cd ,
and cG , which, admittedly, is rather ad hoc. Nevertheless,
similar scenarios have been invoked to reduce the tension
between positive DM and negative DM signals in different DM
direct detection experiments. Furthermore, the tuned scenarios
make higher order corrections more relevant, allowing for a
test of the chiral power counting to higher orders.
We investigate a scenario where a value of r is chosen
such that the order (1) currents corrections provide a 50%
correction to the differential cross section at q 2 = 0. For the
deuteron, this turns out to require r = r0  −0.96. Clearly,
the choice for 50% is arbitrary and for values of −2 − r0 <
r < r0 the corrections become larger. In the top panels of
2
Fig. 7 we plot |F(q 2 )| for different orders of the current
2
for scattering off H using N2 LO (top-left panel) and N3 LO
(top-right panel) chiral wave functions. The green line just
includes the order (0) one-nucleon contribution. Because of
the cancellation between αq (is) and αG , F(q 2 ) is suppressed by
(1 + r0 )2 with respect to Fig. 6. The blue line and band also
include the order (1) two-nucleon and radius corrections. The
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FIG. 7. Plots corresponding to the scenario with nonzero isoscalar and gluonic DM interactions discussed in Sec. IV D. The coefficient
r has been chosen such that the order (1) currents provide a 50% correction to the leading-order results. We plot the square of the response
functions |F|2 (q 2 ). The upper (lower) row represents 2 H (3 He) results, while the left (right) panel corresponds to N2 LO (N3 LO) chiral wave
functions using cutoff 2 . The green bands correspond to the leading contribution, while the blue and red bands include the order (1) and order
(3) currents, respectively.

uncertainty for N2 LO wave functions is significant, but much
reduced once we apply N3 LO wave functions. By construction,
the inclusion of the order (1) currents enhances the differential
cross section by 50% at zero momentum transfer, but due to
the radius corrections this enhancement becomes smaller for
larger momentum transfer.
We repeat this analysis for scattering off 3 He. Because the
order (1) corrections are smaller in this case, we need to further
tune r = r0  −0.99 in order to obtain a 50% correction. In
this case, the uncertainties for N2 LO wave functions are large
enough to cover the order (0) one-nucleon contributions (the
green line), but the results improve significantly once N3 LO
wave functions are applied. Radius corrections are relatively
more important such that F(q 2 ) vanishes for |q|  90 MeV.

As discussed in Sec. III C, the uncertainty bands do
not cover the effects of missing higher order currents. To
investigate this, we also included the contributions from
(3)
the order (3) two-nucleon correction FG,
2b . The result is
depicted by the red line and bands in Fig. 7. Although the
power counting indicates that these contributions should be
suppressed by Q2 ∼ m2π /2b ∼ 0.05 with respect to the order
(1) currents, they are actually of similar size. In addition, for
N2 LO wave functions the uncertainties are large enough to
get a result consistent with zero for both 2 H and 3 He. The
uncertainty improves once we use N3 LO wave functions, but
we still find that adding formally higher order corrections
suppresses F(q 2 ), and thus the differential cross section, by
roughly a factor 2.5 (7) for 2 H (3 He).
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The large impact of formally higher order contributions
might seem to indicate that the power counting is not working
satisfactorily. It must be stressed, however, that we have not
included the full order (3) currents, which would consist
of many additional terms. In particular, as discussed below
Eq. (17), the order (3) two-nucleon current requires a counter
term that appears at the same order for renormalization
purposes. Furthermore, it might be that for denser nuclei the
chiral series shows better convergence because the order (1)
two-nucleon currents could be less suppressed than in light
nuclei. Nevertheless, the calculated order (3) contributions can
be taken as an order-of-magnitude estimate of the uncertainty
due to higher order corrections to the currents, indicating that
scenarios where one-nucleon contributions are suppressed
might suffer from sizable additional uncertainties.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we have performed calculations of DM
scattering off light light nuclei within the framework of chiral
perturbation theory. A major aspect is that both ingredients
of the calculations, i.e., the nuclear wave functions and the
DM-nucleus interactions, are derived from chiral EFT. In
this way, we are able to test the convergence of the chiral
series and provide a systematic uncertainty estimate that goes
beyond simple cutoff variations. We have focused for now
on the lightest bound nuclei, 2 H, 3 H, and 3 He, as these
systems are simple enough such that the bound-state and
scattering equations can be solved with direct methods to
very high accuracy and precision. These nuclei are therefore
great theoretical tools to study the framework and provide
a first step toward calculations on heavier systems with
other many-body methods. Furthermore, there has been recent
interest in using helium isotopes as DM direct detection targets
as light targets are more sensitive to relatively light DM and
3
He can potentially be used for directional DM detection.
We have focused on one particular class of DM interactions
at the quark-gluon level, namely scalar interactions that can
be parametrized by four parameters describing interactions
between light quarks, gluons, and DM particles. At leading
order in the chiral expansion, each scalar interaction gives
rise to an interaction between DM and a single nucleon,
while at higher orders also two-nucleon interactions appear.
Our framework allows for the systematic inclusion of these
and other higher order effects. Two-nucleon interactions are
particularly interesting as they can give rise to a different
dependence of the DM-nucleus cross section on the atomic
number. In fact, we observed that two-nucleon interactions are
much larger for 2 H-DM than for 3 He-DM or 3 H-DM scattering,
although in both cases the effects are modest.
We find that the impulse approximation, where it is assumed
that the DM-nucleus interactions arise from a sum of DMnucleon interactions, works well for the scalar DM interactions
under investigation. We have provided expressions in terms of
Helm form factors fitted to our results that can be used in future
studies of DM direct detection using light-nuclear targets. The
smallness of two-nucleon contributions for light nuclei, at the
few-percent level, justifies the approach of Ref. [23] at least
for scalar DM interactions. The smallness of two-nucleon

corrections is somewhat unexpected as they appear at next
to leading order in the chiral expansion, indicating a relative
contribution at the (10–30)% level. The specific spin-isospin
properties and/or the diluteness of light nuclei might be the
cause for this suppression, and we aim to investigate this in
the near future with studies of the deeper bound 4 He.
Because two-nucleon corrections are expected to grow for
heavier nuclei, as explicitly found in Ref. [15], we studied
how accurate these contributions can be calculated. We found a
large dependence on the applied nuclear wave function due to a
strong correlation between the D-wave probability of the considered nucleus and the two-nucleon matrix element. As such,
at least N3 LO chiral nuclear wave functions are required in
order to accurately calculate two-nucleon corrections. Whether
this is unique to the scalar interactions we investigated here or
generalizes to other interactions such as vector or axial-vector
currents remains to be seen. We plan to perform such calculations in future work. This is also relevant beyond the topic of
DM direct detection as two-nucleon currents are found to be
important for, for example, neutrino-nucleus scattering [80].
Finally, we studied a specific scenario where one-nucleon
contributions are suppressed due to a cancellation mechanism
such that two-nucleon corrections become crucial to include
[9,17]. While the systematic nature of our framework allows
for controlled calculations of such scenarios, we found that the
missing higher order currents can become relevant. However,
as the currents at higher orders have not been fully developed,
a more careful analysis has to be postponed.
As becomes clear from the above discussion, much
work still remains to be done. Our calculations need to
be generalized to other DM interactions along the lines of
Ref. [12]. Furthermore, we need to extend the calculations to
heavier nuclei. As the four-nucleon system can be solved with
methods analogous to those applied here, our first target is
the 4 He nucleus. This system is interesting as it is a candidate
for a direct-detection target [18] and is much denser then
nuclei considered in this work. More specifically, we want
to study the correlation between the D-wave probability and
isoscalar two-nucleon matrix elements. In recent years, major
progress has been made in first-principle calculations of lightto medium-heavy nuclei. It would be extremely interesting
to use methods such as nuclear lattice EFT [25], the Jacobi
no-core shell model [82], and quantum Monte Carlo methods
[24] to perform systematic calculations on heavier systems
for the fascinating problem of DM direct detection.
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APPENDIX: OPERATOR EXPECTATION VALUES

The computation of the spin-independent scattering matrix
in Eq. (19) involves the sum (average) over all outgoing
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TABLE V. Central values for spin-independent isoscalar-quark two-pion-exchange operators Jˆq (is) ,2b for all applied wave functions at zero
momentum transfer q = 0. Fore more details, we refer readers to the appendix.
Jˆq (is) ,2b 2 H

NN interaction

Jˆq (is) ,2b 3 H

Jˆq (is) ,2b 3 He

2.62 × 10−3
2.62 × 10−3
1.38 × 10−3
1.47 × 10−3

2.52 × 10−3
2.83 × 10−3
1.51 × 10−3
1.62 × 10−3

2.28 × 10−3
−5.95 × 10−4
−2.66 × 10−3
−4.12 × 10−3
−5.13 × 10−3

−1.46 × 10−3
−1.77 × 10−3
−2.01 × 10−3
−2.20 × 10−3
−2.36 × 10−3

−1.45 × 10−3
−1.77 × 10−3
−2.02 × 10−3
−2.22 × 10−3
−2.38 × 10−3

NLO (Q2 ) 1
NLO (Q2 ) 2
NLO (Q2 ) 3
NLO (Q2 ) 4
NLO (Q2 ) 5

1.17 × 10−4
8.80 × 10−3
6.09 × 10−3
3.70 × 10−3
1.65 × 10−3

1.48 × 10−3
7.08 × 10−4
2.72 × 10−5
−5.47 × 10−4
−1.01 × 10−3

1.62 × 10−3
8.18 × 10−4
1.08 × 10−4
−4.91 × 10−4
−9.78 × 10−4

N2 LO (Q3 ) 1
N2 LO (Q3 ) 2
N2 LO (Q3 ) 3
N2 LO (Q3 ) 4
N2 LO (Q3 ) 5

1.10 × 10−4
8.59 × 10−3
6.17 × 10−3
3.97 × 10−3
2.04 × 10−3

1.37 × 10−3
7.25 × 10−4
1.06 × 10−4
−4.39 × 10−4
−8.98 × 10−4

1.51 × 10−3
8.39 × 10−4
1.93 × 10−4
−3.75 × 10−4
−8.55 × 10−4

N3 LO (Q4 ) 1
N3 LO (Q4 ) 2
N3 LO (Q4 ) 3
N3 LO (Q4 ) 4
N3 LO (Q4 ) 5

7.31 × 10−3
1.09 × 10−4
1.29 × 10−4
1.37 × 10−4
1.38 × 10−4

7.54 × 10−4
1.66 × 10−3
2.21 × 10−3
2.44 × 10−3
2.50 × 10−3

8.61 × 10−4
1.81 × 10−3
2.38 × 10−3
2.62 × 10−3
2.69 × 10−3

N4 LO (Q5 ) 1
N4 LO (Q5 ) 2
N4 LO (Q5 ) 3
N4 LO (Q5 ) 4
N4 LO (Q5 ) 5

1.06 × 10−4
1.13 × 10−4
1.18 × 10−4
1.25 × 10−4
1.27 × 10−4

1.62 × 10−3
1.77 × 10−3
1.91 × 10−3
2.10 × 10−3
2.20 × 10−3

1.77 × 10−3
1.92 × 10−3
2.07 × 10−3
2.27 × 10−3
2.38 × 10−3

AV18 + Urb IXF
AV18
CD-Bonn + TM
CD-Bonn
NIJM

−4

1.58 × 10

1.17 × 10−4
1.57 × 10−4

LO (Q0 ) 1
LO (Q0 ) 2
LO (Q0 ) 3
LO (Q0 ) 4
LO (Q0 ) 5

(incoming) nuclear polarizations. This summation can be
simplified in terms of reduced matrix elements
j  mj |Ôξ mξ |j mj  = j mj ,ξ mξ |j  mj  j  |Ôξ |j . (A1)

In the limit of q → 0, one can show that for spin-conserving
structures, only contributions with ξ = 0 survive. Following
Eq. (24), we further define
T ,j |Jˆa (q 2 ,ξ )|T ,j 
Jˆa T :=
A|σπN cχ |

Equation (19) then becomes
∞


.

(A3)

ξ =0

(A2)

For benchmarking purposes, we present the expectation values
for the isoscalar quark-DM two-nucleon contributions at q = 0
in Table V. We estimate the numerical uncertainty to be below
the 1% level with respect to the value of each matrix element.
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